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THE MARYLAND ZOO JOINS EFFORTS TO SAVE ABANDONED FLAMINGO 

CHICKS IN SOUTH AFRICA 
 
 

BALTIMORE, MD – The Maryland Zoo in Baltimore has sent Jess Phillips to Cape Town,               
South Africa, to support the rescue and rehabilitation of 285 lesser flamingo chicks that were part of over                  
1,800 chicks abandoned at their nesting grounds in South Africa during an extreme drought in January. 

Phillips, Area Manager for Penguin Coast at The Maryland Zoo, arrived in Cape Town on Friday,                
February 1st to assist with the emergency response at the Southern African Foundation for the               
Conservation of Coastal Birds (SANCCOB), a longtime conservation partner of the Zoo. SANCCOB             
operates an internationally renowned seabird rescue and rehabilitation facility headquartered in Cape            
Town, where Maryland Zoo staff have assisted with African penguin rehabilitation and release in the past                
few years. 

The emergency rescue took place at Kamfers Dam in Kimberley, about 600 miles from the South                
African coast, when the 1200-acre lake began to dry up due to extreme drought conditions, causing                
thousands of nesting lesser flamingos to abandoned their egg clutches and chicks due to lack of food to                  
feed to the chicks. Due to the vast number that were abandoned, chicks were dispersed to a variety of                   
different facilities in South Africa including SANCCOB. The chicks were flown by a private plane,               
owned by a local mine owner, to Cape Town and arrived at SANCCOB on Monday, January 28, 2019. 

“Kamfers Dam is one of the most important breeding sites for lesser flamingos in southern                
Africa,” said Phillips. “To see adults abandon their nests, leaving eggs and chicks behind is devastating,                
and when our colleagues at SANCCOB reached out to us for help, we quickly mobilized an emergency                 
response.”  

“Over the years we have focused efforts here at the Zoo on topnotch animal care and breeding,                 
cutting edge medical care and research, and creating strong education programs for raising awareness and               
making connections with our guests in regards to wildlife and the challenges they face in the wild,” said                  
Dr. Ellen Bronson, senior director of animal health, conservation, and research. “Sending staff to assist               
our partners in emergency situations such as this is just one way we can focus on conservation action for                   
wildlife and supporting our conservation partnerships.” 

“I am supervising a group of chicks I am assigned to each day - usually between 75-100 birds,”                  
said Phillips. “My duties include preparing the food, feeding, checking each bird for health issues,               
cleaning pens, moving chicks to outside areas, and monitoring them during my shift.” 
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The chicks at SANCCOB are fed every three hours, starting at 6:00 am and continuing               
until 10:00 pm. There are two teams of staff and volunteers working eight hour shifts. Each chick                 
is weighed first thing in the morning and hand-fed with a syringe according to its weight loss or                  
gain from the day prior. “We record all the data – weights, amount fed each time and any note                   
specific to each chick - onto spread sheets so each chicks’ care is fully documented,” noted                
Phillips. “After the first feed, pens are scrubbed and set up, and usually by the time we finish, it's                   
time for the second feed.”  

After the second feed, weather permitting, the chicks are let outside for sun and a swim or                 
paddle, while the staff and volunteers finish getting records done, prepping diets for the next               
feeding or whatever else needs to be done. “The chicks have to be constantly monitored,               
especially as they are unable to regulate their temperature,” said Phillips. “It’s still summer here               
in South Africa, and the rooms the chicks are in are kept at around 90-95 degrees, so it's pretty                   
warm to be working in there, but it’s best for the chicks.”  

There are six species of flamingos in the world. Lesser flamingos are listed as near threatened by                 
the International Union for the Conservation of Species. They live in super-alkaline lakes in southern and                
eastern Africa, and in southwestern Asia. Lesser flamingo populations are increasingly threatened by             
habitat destruction.  

Flamingos take approximately 75 days to fledge. Once grown, the lesser flamingos will be 2.5 to                
3 feet tall and weigh up to six pounds. As chicks they are grey and fuzzy, before fledging into their                    
famous pink plumage.  

“The first week with the chicks was tough and we suffered some losses, but the majority are                 
doing well and growing stronger daily,” concluded Phillips. “There are a lot of partners working together                
on their behalf and sites are being surveilled for releasing the fledglings when the time comes. This is a                   
long-term effort, and I am very proud to represent The Maryland Zoo and do what I can to support                   
SANCCOB and the flamingos.” Representatives of other facilities accredited by the Association of Zoos              
and Aquariums will also be involved in this ongoing effort in the near future. 

The Maryland Zoo has more than a dozen Caribbean flamingos located near the entrance of 
African Journey. 

For updates on the flamingo chick rescue and rehabilitation in South Africa, please visit 
www.marylandzoo.org and our www.facebook.com/marylandzoo. 

 
 
About The Maryland Zoo in Baltimore 
Founded in 1876, The Maryland Zoo in Baltimore is the third oldest zoo in the United States and is internationally                    
known for its contributions in conservation and research. More than 1,500 animals are represented in the Zoo’s                 
varied natural habitat exhibits such as the AZA-Award winning Penguin Coast, Polar Bear Watch, the Maryland                
Wilderness, African Journey and the award-winning Children’s Zoo. Situated in Druid Hill Park near downtown               
Baltimore, the Zoo is accredited by the Association of Zoos & Aquariums. For more information, visit                
www.marylandzoo.org.  
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